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Blended families are nothing new and neither are the emotions 
which come with them.  “TRUE intentions” features an elderly 
couple who each have children from another marriage. The 
couple’s health is deteriorating and they are doing their best to 
take care of each other. Unfortunately, their children have their own 
idea of what is best. Be sure to read the story to find out about the 
challenges of a family with elder parents.  

“2016 state driver’s licenses” provides an update on the security 
features contained in identification cards issued by 49 states 

and the District of Columbia. Maine is the only state issuing 
identification cards without security features. You can view 
the security features using a FraudFighter™ UV Detector from 
UVeritech. Their contact information is contained in the article. 

Inevitably during the first quarter of the year settlement agents 
receive requests from sellers to make a change or correction to 
the 1099-S filed with the IRS for the property transfer. Corrections 
can be made, but they must be a valid correction. It is up to 
the settlement agent to determine if the request is appropriate 
and then file the request for a correction with the National 1099 
Department. Find out the steps necessary to file the corrected 
Form 1099-S by reading the article entitled “CORRECTIONS.”
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Gina Naranjo, Escrow Officer for Fidelity 
National Title, was contacted by one of her 
customers, a real estate broker, about a new 
listing. An elderly man with dementia was 
selling his home to move into a care facility to 
receive appropriate medical attention. 
The man owned the property as his sole and 
separate property, but had appointed his elderly wife 
as his attorney-in-fact. The broker reached out to 
Gina to inquire whether there were any additional 
requirements which would need to be met since the 
documents would be executed utilizing a Power of 
Attorney (POA).   

Gina remembered the wife. Just last year she handled 
the sale of the elderly woman’s sole and separate 
property. The wife left an impression on Gina. She 
remembered her because she was in her 90s, alert 
and competent, but very stressed and tired from 
providing home care for her husband. 

Gina worked closely with underwriting to determine 
whether the POA would be acceptable or not. There 
were some concerns because the POA was very old. 
Because the husband had dementia Gina was unable 
to confirm his intentions. 

During the next several days Gina learned a lot about 
the couple. They have been married for more than  
30 years and each spouse has children from  
prior marriages. 

Underwriting agreed to rely on the POA as long as the 
husband’s adult children signed an acknowledgement 
regarding the circumstances surrounding the sale and 
use of the POA. The children would not sign anything. 

In an effort to find a solution Gina requested a copy 
of the husband’s Will. The Will stated the house 
would go to his wife. If she was no longer alive the 
house would become the joint property of the wife’s 
daughter and just one of his sons. 

Gina and underwriting were re-evaluating the risk 
based on the new information. It was then the real 
estate broker called and expressed concerns about 
how the husband’s children were treating the  
elderly wife.

Gina had her own concerns about how involved the 
daughter was in her mother’s affairs. The daughter 
kept pushing to find a different title company. Gina 
consulted further with underwriting and was referred 
to three attorneys who specialize in family law and are 
experts in cases of elder abuse. 

Gina shared the three attorney names with the 
real estate broker. The wife was thankful for the 
recommendations, contacted one of the attorneys on 
the list and she was glad she did.  

The attorney discovered the daughter, who is the 
attorney-in-fact for her mother, had withdrawn some 

of the proceeds from the sale of her mom’s house 
and deposited them into her personal account. The 
mother knew nothing about the transfer. The attorney 
is now representing the mother and is taking swift 
action to protect this elderly couple’s funds and 
resources from their adult children. 

Thanks to Gina’s attention and caring, this potential 
episode of financial elder abuse was averted. Now 
when a buyer is found, Gina will be able to close 
the transaction knowing the POA is valid and she 
helped to preserve the equity the husband had in the 
property. For her extraordinary actions, Gina has been 
rewarded $1,500 and a letter of recognition on behalf 
of the Company. 
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TRUE intentions

MORAL OF THE STORY

Our title insurance policies do provide 
coverage for the competency of a seller but 
that was secondary to the real issue in this 
story. No one really knows if the daughter or 
other adult children are truly up to no good 
or not, but no one wanted to see this couple 
be taken advantage of. 

Gina, underwriting and the real estate 
broker just wanted to be sure the couple 
was protected and making the best 
decisions for their situation. The real estate 
broker even told Gina she did not care if she 
got the listing. She just wanted to do right by 
this nice couple.

Signs of potential financial elder abuse: 

1. The elder is forced to sell or give away 
their property or sign a Power 
of Attorney 

2. Sudden changes in an elder’s Will 

3. Different or inappropriate people 
coming to the office 

4. Home health aide, housekeeper or 
other person is added to the elder’s 
account or is receiving an assignment 
of proceeds 

5. Older customer is isolated 

6. Older customer seems unable to 
comprehend the financial implication of 
the transaction at hand 

7. Older customer signs papers without 
knowing or understanding what they 
are signing 

8. Numerous unpaid bills, such as 
overdue rent, utilities, taxes, etc. 

9. Family members or “trusted” friend 
discourages or interferes in the 
communication with the elderly 
principal in a transaction 

[Continued on pg 3]
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2016 STATE DRIVER LICENSES
 

UV Security Features Visible When Using Your “Fraud Fighter™” UV Detector
Alabama Current license - under UV state’s seal will appear on front plus state seal will overlap upper right 
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corner of photo.

Alaska Current license - under UV a pattern fluoresces to the right of the front picture and the state image will appear lower right.  Prior ID -  “Alaska” is visible and repeats on left
and right edge of license.

Arizona Current license - Cactus and background designs fluoresce green, on back a ghost portrait with birthdate appears on bottom left under UV. Prior license - Round State Seal
visible on front middle under UV. 

Arkansas Current and prior - On front of ID the state outline appears random in three rows across top, middle and bottom of license under UV light.

California Current License - under UV light a second ghost image will appear above the B&W portrait  and birthdate will vertically appear across large color picture. 

Colorado Current - State seal appears and repeats in UV ink on lower third on the front the license.

Connecticut
Current license - license number, holders name, birth date and two lighthouses visible on front in UV ink. On back repeating state name inside state outline visible under UV
light.

Delaware Current fine line license: a second ghost image on right will appear under UV.  Prior License - Holographic overlay with repeating pattern of horse and rider; state seal in UV
ink on back.

District of Columbia Current License - "DCDCDCDC" and other features appear above photo under UV.  Prior license - WASHINGTON DC” and “THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE” visible under
UV light.

Florida Current license - secondary ghost image and holders name on the portrait visible under UV.
Georgia Current (fine line background) front state seal and “Georgia” that glows under UV light.  IDs prior to 2009 do not contain a UV security feature.
Hawaii Current –  A row of Hibiscus flower repeats ON BACK of license, Prior 2011 ID has “HAWAII” repeating across left and right edges of license visible under UV light.  

Idaho
Current (fine line background) - on front a partial state outline and "IDAHO" appears twice, once on the top and bottom under UV light. Prior to 2012 - the state outline and
IDAHO pattern will repeat diagonal under UV light. 

Illinois
Current license with small ghost image -  A portion of “ILLINOIS” repeats across the face of the license under UV light.  Prior license – “A Safer State with .08” repeats
across license.

Indiana Current license - a second ghost image, holder’s name, birth date across top and bottom of larger photo visible under UV light. 

Iowa Current license - state seal visible under UV on front of ID, back of license ghost UV image, card holder name, birthdate appear under UV light.  Prior license - ghost image,
holders name and birthday visible under UV light. 

Kansas Current (fine line) ID will display one state flower on front and card holder ghost image and birthdate appear on back under UV light.  Prior license has row of state flower
and “KANSAS” across top under UV.   

Kentucky Current License - THE BLUE GRASS STATE” repeats several times to the right of the card holder's picture under UV light.

Louisiana Current License - "Louisiana" repeats on top of ID and "JUSTICE" repeats on bottom under UV. Prior white License: State seals repeats across middle in full-color UV ink
visible under UV light.  

Maryland Current license: four staggered lines of “Maryland” repeats across the face under UV.

Massachusetts Current fine-line background license: Staggered state seal repeating in UV ink on front of license.

Michigan Current License – on front one state seals in center on front, on back holders birth date and ghost image under UV light. Current Enhanced license – state seals repeats on
front under UV light.    

Minnesota Current license: large color state seal appear on front under UV light.

Mississippi Current license: state seal and outline letters “DPS” appear under UV light.

Missouri
Current license fine line license: " M O", three starts and state seal in upper right under UV. Prior 2012 license - outline of state and “SHOW ME” repeat on front of license
under UV.

Montana Current license: Repeating pick and shovel crossed image on front under UV light. Prior license: “MONTANA” repeats diagonally across front under UV light.

Nebraska Current fine line license: “Ne” under Nebraska appears under UV light as well as the state seal and a star on bottom right of photo.  

Nevada Current fine line license: Repeating state seals appears on upper front of license under UV light.

New Hampshire Current license: “New Hampshire” appears twice vertically at left and right on the front of the ID under UV light.

New Jersey Current license: Under UV light "NEW JERSEY" repeats on top and near bottom of license with state outline images appearing in middle.  

New Mexico Current license: “NEW” and “MEXICO” repeat diagonally across the center, a row of small squares  visible on bottom and three diamonds appear across top of license. 
Prior license will have state name and symbol on back under UV light.

New York
Current white fine line ID: Under UV pattern of glowing sunbursts appears over the photo, ID background shows a fine line spider web pattern that glows.  Also the words
"New York State" and the Seal of New York glows under UV light.  Prior license, light stars will appear at bottom of larger picture and also NY state outline appears near top
with “NYS” written inside of outline.  Back of ID, waving flag stripes appear in middle of ID under UV light. 

North Carolina
New 2016 ID, under UV a line ribbon pattern will appear across the top and bottom of the license and a downward ribbon with "North Carolina" written inside.  Also on back
portrait ghost image with last name and birthday will appear on ID.  No UV features on prior IDs.

North Dakota New 2015 ID: White background, "North Dakota Peace Garden State" repeats along top and bottom of ID and gold ink glows green under UV light.  The prior ID (darker
background) no UV features.  

Ohio New 2015 ID: Under UV light "OHIO - 1803" appears upper center of license, also 2 or 3 state seals will appear across face of ID.  Prior license: State outline in upper right
photo appears and state seal on bottom right fluoresces on front under UV light.  

Oklahoma Current license: State seal and the Dept. of Public Safety seal repeating pattern across front of license under UV light. 

Oregon On the front “Oregon” repeats diagonally in the upper middle of license under UV light.

Pennsylvania Current license: has keystone outline with enclosing “PA” repeating across top and visible under UV light; also “PA” repeats on back in UV.

Rhode Island Current license: state flag emblem (anchor surrounded by stars) visible on front center under UV light. 

South Carolina Current fine line background, Palmetto tree appears on front center under UV light.            Prior license has no visible UV features.

South Dakota
Current license - a second ghost image on right and "South Dakota" appears three times starting lower left across photo in a wave pattern to the upper right of ID under UV
light. Prior license - "South Dakota" repeats in stylized script across front and is visible under UV light.

Tennessee
Current license - UV features (a custom graphic and the state outline are staggered diagonal across the upper half of the ID and the state seal appears twice across the
bottom) were added to a new ID in 2013.  The new ID looks similar to the prior ID however, the text is a light blue.  The prior ID (with a darker blue font) has no visible UV
features.  

Texas Current license - the seal and the first of the three stars on front will fluoresce under UV light, on back birth date and ghost image are visible under UV light.  Prior license:
repeating “TEXAS” will be visible under UV light.

Utah Current fine line background license has “UT” repeating in two rows across license under UV light, the top row will be upside down.    

Vermont Current license - “Vermont” appears and repeats diagonally across top and horizontally across bottom front of license under UV light.  

Virginia Current license - state seal, DMV logo and text visible under UV light. Prior license to 2009 has no UV features.

Washington Current license - image of state seal repeats across middle license visible under UV light.

West Virginia
Current license - "West Virginia" and state seal appear on back of license under UV light. Prior license - under UV light on front state outline with yellow overlapping “WV”
repeats across front, state seal overlaps photo at bottom. 

Wisconsin

Current new license with B&W image - fluorescing patters appear including the state outline over photo with multiple state seals inside, next to state outline "Wisconsin"
appears three times in increasing fonts sizes and Wisconsin Department of Transportation logo appears upper center under UV.  Prior fine line license - on front state seal
appears covering upper right corner of large portrait with "W" underneath and "1848" vertically on upper right corner under UV light.  Prior ID still valid in 2016 - wavy stripes
visible under UV light with one wavy line with "Wisconsin" in the middle. 

Wyoming Current license - under UV light a third ghost image, holders name and birthday will appear in center on front.  Prior license second ghost image, holders name and birthday
will appear in on front on right side of license.
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2016 state driver's licenses

[TRUE intentions - continued]

10. Recent change of title to their home in favor of a “friend” 

11. The elderly customer is incapable of understanding the 
nature of the transaction

12. Eviction notice arrives when the elderly person thought 
they still owned their home 

13. Elderly customer is promised “lifelong care” in exchange 
for willing or deeding property/bank accounts to  
their caregiver 

14. Elderly customer complains they used to have money, 
but does not have any anymore 

15. Caregiver is evasive with the elderly person about 
specifics of the financial transaction at hand while in 
our office 

16. Elderly customer is fearful or seems afraid to speak 
in front of someone (family member, loan officer, real 
estate agent, escrow officer, etc.) 

17. Accompanying person seeks to prevent elderly customer 
from interacting with others 

18. Elderly customer and their family or caregiver provides 
conflicting accounts of an incident, expenditure or 
financial need 

19. The elderly person appears disheveled or without 
proper care even though he or she has adequate 
financial resources 

Settlement agents handling a transaction where any of these 
signs exist, regardless of whether the person is elderly or 
not should proceed with caution. The settlement agent 
should require they discuss the transaction with the principal 
directly where they can ask them very pointed questions 
regarding their understanding of the transaction. If the 
answers do not satisfy the settlement agent they should 
discuss the specifics with their manager.

[Continued on pg 4]
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An example of an acceptable correction is changes to the 
allocation between multiple sellers. Unacceptable changes 
are requests to report the sale in the name of a person who 
was not the seller in the transaction. Sellers requesting 
a correction must submit their request in writing. The 
settlement agent will review the request to confirm it is an 
acceptable correction.   

If the request is acceptable, the settlement agent must remit the 
correction to the National 1099 Department in writing. Only the 
escrow manager, officer or assistant may request a correction. The 
seller cannot call the National 1099 Department directly since they 

have no way of knowing who the sellers are or if the correction they 
are requesting is legitimate.  

The National 1099 Department makes requesting a correction very 
easy. They have a form and step-by-step instructions posted to the 
Company intranet on their page. All of their contact information 
is included. 

The National 1099 Department processes corrections in the order 
they are received and usually processes and mails the corrected 
form the same day, if the request arrives before 3:00 p.m. PST 
(except during the months of February and March). 

CORRECTIONS
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[2016 state driver's licenses - continued]

2016 STATE DRIVER LICENSES
 

UV Security Features Visible When Using Your “Fraud Fighter™” UV Detector
Alabama Current license - under UV state’s seal will appear on front plus state seal will overlap upper right 
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corner of photo.

Alaska Current license - under UV a pattern fluoresces to the right of the front picture and the state image will appear lower right.  Prior ID -  “Alaska” is visible and repeats on left
and right edge of license.

Arizona Current license - Cactus and background designs fluoresce green, on back a ghost portrait with birthdate appears on bottom left under UV. Prior license - Round State Seal
visible on front middle under UV. 

Arkansas Current and prior - On front of ID the state outline appears random in three rows across top, middle and bottom of license under UV light.

California Current License - under UV light a second ghost image will appear above the B&W portrait  and birthdate will vertically appear across large color picture. 

Colorado Current - State seal appears and repeats in UV ink on lower third on the front the license.

Connecticut
Current license - license number, holders name, birth date and two lighthouses visible on front in UV ink. On back repeating state name inside state outline visible under UV
light.

Delaware Current fine line license: a second ghost image on right will appear under UV.  Prior License - Holographic overlay with repeating pattern of horse and rider; state seal in UV
ink on back.

District of Columbia Current License - "DCDCDCDC" and other features appear above photo under UV.  Prior license - WASHINGTON DC” and “THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE” visible under
UV light.

Florida Current license - secondary ghost image and holders name on the portrait visible under UV.
Georgia Current (fine line background) front state seal and “Georgia” that glows under UV light.  IDs prior to 2009 do not contain a UV security feature.
Hawaii Current –  A row of Hibiscus flower repeats ON BACK of license, Prior 2011 ID has “HAWAII” repeating across left and right edges of license visible under UV light.  

Idaho
Current (fine line background) - on front a partial state outline and "IDAHO" appears twice, once on the top and bottom under UV light. Prior to 2012 - the state outline and
IDAHO pattern will repeat diagonal under UV light. 

Illinois
Current license with small ghost image -  A portion of “ILLINOIS” repeats across the face of the license under UV light.  Prior license – “A Safer State with .08” repeats
across license.

Indiana Current license - a second ghost image, holder’s name, birth date across top and bottom of larger photo visible under UV light. 

Iowa Current license - state seal visible under UV on front of ID, back of license ghost UV image, card holder name, birthdate appear under UV light.  Prior license - ghost image,
holders name and birthday visible under UV light. 

Kansas Current (fine line) ID will display one state flower on front and card holder ghost image and birthdate appear on back under UV light.  Prior license has row of state flower
and “KANSAS” across top under UV.   

Kentucky Current License - THE BLUE GRASS STATE” repeats several times to the right of the card holder's picture under UV light.

Louisiana Current License - "Louisiana" repeats on top of ID and "JUSTICE" repeats on bottom under UV. Prior white License: State seals repeats across middle in full-color UV ink
visible under UV light.  

Maryland Current license: four staggered lines of “Maryland” repeats across the face under UV.

Massachusetts Current fine-line background license: Staggered state seal repeating in UV ink on front of license.

Michigan Current License – on front one state seals in center on front, on back holders birth date and ghost image under UV light. Current Enhanced license – state seals repeats on
front under UV light.    

Minnesota Current license: large color state seal appear on front under UV light.

Mississippi Current license: state seal and outline letters “DPS” appear under UV light.

Missouri
Current license fine line license: " M O", three starts and state seal in upper right under UV. Prior 2012 license - outline of state and “SHOW ME” repeat on front of license
under UV.

Montana Current license: Repeating pick and shovel crossed image on front under UV light. Prior license: “MONTANA” repeats diagonally across front under UV light.

Nebraska Current fine line license: “Ne” under Nebraska appears under UV light as well as the state seal and a star on bottom right of photo.  

Nevada Current fine line license: Repeating state seals appears on upper front of license under UV light.

New Hampshire Current license: “New Hampshire” appears twice vertically at left and right on the front of the ID under UV light.

New Jersey Current license: Under UV light "NEW JERSEY" repeats on top and near bottom of license with state outline images appearing in middle.  

New Mexico Current license: “NEW” and “MEXICO” repeat diagonally across the center, a row of small squares  visible on bottom and three diamonds appear across top of license. 
Prior license will have state name and symbol on back under UV light.

New York
Current white fine line ID: Under UV pattern of glowing sunbursts appears over the photo, ID background shows a fine line spider web pattern that glows.  Also the words
"New York State" and the Seal of New York glows under UV light.  Prior license, light stars will appear at bottom of larger picture and also NY state outline appears near top
with “NYS” written inside of outline.  Back of ID, waving flag stripes appear in middle of ID under UV light. 

North Carolina
New 2016 ID, under UV a line ribbon pattern will appear across the top and bottom of the license and a downward ribbon with "North Carolina" written inside.  Also on back
portrait ghost image with last name and birthday will appear on ID.  No UV features on prior IDs.

North Dakota New 2015 ID: White background, "North Dakota Peace Garden State" repeats along top and bottom of ID and gold ink glows green under UV light.  The prior ID (darker
background) no UV features.  

Ohio New 2015 ID: Under UV light "OHIO - 1803" appears upper center of license, also 2 or 3 state seals will appear across face of ID.  Prior license: State outline in upper right
photo appears and state seal on bottom right fluoresces on front under UV light.  

Oklahoma Current license: State seal and the Dept. of Public Safety seal repeating pattern across front of license under UV light. 

Oregon On the front “Oregon” repeats diagonally in the upper middle of license under UV light.

Pennsylvania Current license: has keystone outline with enclosing “PA” repeating across top and visible under UV light; also “PA” repeats on back in UV.

Rhode Island Current license: state flag emblem (anchor surrounded by stars) visible on front center under UV light. 

South Carolina Current fine line background, Palmetto tree appears on front center under UV light.            Prior license has no visible UV features.

South Dakota
Current license - a second ghost image on right and "South Dakota" appears three times starting lower left across photo in a wave pattern to the upper right of ID under UV
light. Prior license - "South Dakota" repeats in stylized script across front and is visible under UV light.

Tennessee
Current license - UV features (a custom graphic and the state outline are staggered diagonal across the upper half of the ID and the state seal appears twice across the
bottom) were added to a new ID in 2013.  The new ID looks similar to the prior ID however, the text is a light blue.  The prior ID (with a darker blue font) has no visible UV
features.  

Texas Current license - the seal and the first of the three stars on front will fluoresce under UV light, on back birth date and ghost image are visible under UV light.  Prior license:
repeating “TEXAS” will be visible under UV light.

Utah Current fine line background license has “UT” repeating in two rows across license under UV light, the top row will be upside down.    

Vermont Current license - “Vermont” appears and repeats diagonally across top and horizontally across bottom front of license under UV light.  

Virginia Current license - state seal, DMV logo and text visible under UV light. Prior license to 2009 has no UV features.

Washington Current license - image of state seal repeats across middle license visible under UV light.

West Virginia
Current license - "West Virginia" and state seal appear on back of license under UV light. Prior license - under UV light on front state outline with yellow overlapping “WV”
repeats across front, state seal overlaps photo at bottom. 

Wisconsin

Current new license with B&W image - fluorescing patters appear including the state outline over photo with multiple state seals inside, next to state outline "Wisconsin"
appears three times in increasing fonts sizes and Wisconsin Department of Transportation logo appears upper center under UV.  Prior fine line license - on front state seal
appears covering upper right corner of large portrait with "W" underneath and "1848" vertically on upper right corner under UV light.  Prior ID still valid in 2016 - wavy stripes
visible under UV light with one wavy line with "Wisconsin" in the middle. 

Wyoming Current license - under UV light a third ghost image, holders name and birthday will appear in center on front.  Prior license second ghost image, holders name and birthday
will appear in on front on right side of license.

Maine is the only state WITHOUT any UV features on their current license.
Passports, Passport Cards, Consular Cards (Mexico, Argentina, Columbia, South Korea and Peru), Resident Alien/Green Cards also include security UV 
features that can be verified using a “Fraud Fighter TM” detector. 

Contact UVeritech to order the Fraud Fighter Driver License UV Security Feature Reference Guide that shows the color UV security images of all state IDs 
and other government IDs.
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